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Abstract: Today world is a computerized world because in every field like education, business, marketing and banking
too many other fields are not far from the Internet and its services. Now Network is the basic needs of our life. Every
person touch in the Internet. Most of the information, it can provide, is free, unlike most of the education and business
in the real world. The internet is very important because it is the limitless space where peoples have access to pretty
much infinite accounts of information. The Network is nothing but a combination of more than in one system. Especially
in business too much work, data and services serves through the Internet. People who spend too much time at their
homes are getting weaker. Although the Internet is one of man’s greatest creations, it also has many disadvantages,
several fields. With people giving out in sequence on the Internet, it’s also easier for stalkers to find personal information
about others through various means. Unseen spaces on the Internet and the profound web can also be a place for
criminals to conduct commerce without as much fear of being caught. A global audience also gives criminals more ways
to solicit their goods. Security also plays a vital role in business data transaction. Data transaction depends on Security.
Internet Security is a branch of computer safety purposely related to not only the Internet. Often involving browser
security and the World Wide Web but also network security as it applies to other applications or operating systems as
a whole.
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INTRODUCTION

A controlled and regularly repeatable design or set of
configurations that are seen to go about as an enclosed,
flanked or encompassing operational setting and that
permit at least one entity. Resources or systems to
perform at least one controlled capacity or exercises. To
expand, this definition centers around what could be
considered limited and controlled configurations that
permit a resource or a system to perform at least one
controlled (Sicari et al., 2015) capacities that are
frequently attached to a particular setting that such an
environment speaks to. This is telling since it suggests
that an environment is made to make limits, empower
certain capacities or exercises and to do everything inside
a particular arrangement of requirements as well as
determinations that go about as a specific situation. By
and large, the formation of a particular environment goes
about as a method for encouraging repeatability.
However, this isn’t a necessity and we’ll see later that
there are situations where a few environments are made
for one-time use (Roman et al., 2018) with the
unequivocal purpose to be obliterated after they’ve been

utilized. The business environment framework is a decay
of what it implies for IT Professionals to make, convey,
work and bolster such environments with the goal that
capacities can be acted in such environments by an IT
organization’s resources or potentially systems.

 AREAS PLAY A VITAL ROLE OF INTERNET
IN BUSINESS

If it security practitioners will essentially have a
supporting have a supporting role, outside the company’s
value chain, without impact on the company’s business.
Security professionals here very often focus on
maintaining the security of the company’s assets. If its
exists internet play in supporting role in business and also
on the workplace who comes and goes out on the
workplace if Human Resource manager maintain
manually record its chance to fraud or may be not make
by man. Human being fair and true records. It’s too much
(Zhou et al., 2017) time consuming process or human
memory is short run, not possible to manage on records
itself.  So  internet  very  useful  for  company  to  keeping
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Interception attack causes loss of message confidently
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records daily to daily. Computer never tied like a human
being and never given excuses like a man. So below
diagram shows the areas where we use Internet.
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Marketing: Internet plays a vital role in Marketing.
Internet or online Marketing refers to advertising and
marketing efforts that use the Web and email to drive
direct sales and electronic commerce, in addition to sales
leads from websites. Through (Zhang et al., 2014) the
online marketing we enhance the sales and as result
maximize the profit.

Production: Every business established to earn the profits
so companies use the resources and produce the goods
and service. Every company manufacturing the goods and
services based on technology. With the help of Internet
adopt new technologies by company to minimize the cost
and maximizes the profits.

Customer service: Today era the marketer motive not
only sales the product also after selling to get the
feedback of consumers they like the particular companies
product or services or not. Through the help of online
internet get the order from customer side. To analysis
which type of needs, wants and desires wants to customer
the particular product?

Purchasing: Through the help of Internet customers save
the time at home the replace the order and get the goods
and services. Company also place the order to buy the raw
material and finished goods from the suppliers.

Administrative: Internet plays a very unique role in
administration also. In a company to convey the messages
one department to other department. And communicate to
any information in less time to employees. To also 
maintain  the  records  of  employees, when employees
came in the company all details related to employees
filled  in  the  computer  of  individual’s  employee’s
record. 

Sales: Internet also guide the company how much sales to
be enhance of the company as compare to competitive
companies. To increase sales use effective techniques,
media tools to increases sales.

Distribution: Through the help of Internet distribution
the goods like Amazon, Snap deal used to tactics to sale
their products in effective manner.

Finance: All financial functions like banking work, e.g.,
to deposited and withdraw money and payment to clients
and received the money from customers side all other
works done by internet. 

Research and development: In manner of R&D in order
to be creative and effective, R& D teams need to access
and retrieve information from as many sources as
possible. R&D focused on modify the product according
the consumers needs and wants. Internet of Things (loT)
the positional and potential of today’s technology far
beyond each device individual capabilities.

Human Resources: Today world is a complicated world
given the unlimited uses of technology; it is used in
almost every (Brena and Gracia-Ceja, 2017) department
in an organization. When it comes to human resource,
technology helps in the all process of recruiting to retire
functions.

WHY NEED OF INTERNET SECURITY?

System safety is the security provide to a network
from illegal admission and risks. It is the duty of network
administrator to adopt protective events to protect their
networks from possible security coercion. Today, internet
is suffered in with different types of sensitive and useful
data and internet also packed with threats from hackers.
They break down and destroyed the data. Hackers also
modify the data or leak out the information data to any
enemy. So we need to internet security.

Security principles
Confidently: The principal of confidently specifies the
only the sender and the intended recipient’s should be
able to access the contents of a message (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Loss of confidentiality
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Modification causes loss of messages integrity
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Fig. 2: Loss of integrity

Fig. 3: Absence of authentication

Integrity: When the contents of message are changed
after the sender sends it but before it reaches the intended
recipient, we say that the integrity of the message is lost
(Fig. 2).

Authentication: Authentication mechanisms help
establishes proof of identities. The authentication process
ensures that the origin of an electronic message or
document is correctly identified (Fig. 3).

Non-repudiation: There are situations where a user sends
a message and later on refuses that she had sent that
message.

Access control: The principle of access control
determines who should be able to access what.

Availability: The principle of availability states that
resources should be available to authorized parties at all
times.

CONCLUSION

The internet security is very important for everyone
who  operates  the  internet  because easily we transfer the

data, files and documents from one place to another place.
All the transactions through the internet allow you to
collect data. Compared to traditional marketing, online
marketing allows for better data collection as well as
personalization. Through the advantages of internet
marketing, businesses can serve millions of customers
with various products based on their personal interests. If
it security practitioners will essentially have a supporting
have a supporting role, outside the company’s value
chain, without impact on the company’s business.
Security professionals here very often focus on
maintaining the security of the company’s assets. If its
exists internet play in supporting role in business and also
on the workplace who comes and goes out on the
workplace if Human Resource manager maintain
manually record its chance to fraud or may be not make
by Human being fair and true records.
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